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To enjoy the experience of walking on our footpaths they need to be in a reasonable condition. Many 

footpaths in Hertfordshire are in good condition due to past maintenance and reporting of faults by 

interested persons. Due to recent cutbacks in expenditure by Herts County Council (HCC) and possible 

reorganisations particularly concerning the Country Management Service (CMS) it is likely the condition of 

footpaths will deteriorate. 

In many parts of the country Ramblers has volunteer working parties to maintain and improve the footpath 

network. 

In Hertfordshire some other walking organisations undertake footpath maintenance managed by CMS but 

with little involvement from the Ramblers. 

The Chiltern Society is concerned about the future maintenance of footpaths and is hoping to be involved 

in establishing maintenance parties. They have set up successful footpath maintenance groups in 

Buckinghamshire and are now considering the options for footpath maintenance in the Chiltern area parts 

of Hertfordshire and Bedfordshire. They have had meetings with HCC Rights of Way department and CMS 

and are aware of outsourcing issues for footpath work in Hertfordshire. 

Footpath maintenance may be divided into the following categories: 

• Walking and minor maintenance, e.g. cutting brambles and spiky hedges with secateurs, moving 

fallen branches; anyone can do this. 

• Refixing what is already there e.g. signs and posts. Tools will be needed. 

• Improvement projects, e.g. replacing stiles with gates. This kind of work would be done with 

agreement by an agent of the Rights of Way department and the landowner. 

With the reduction in HCC funds for footpath maintenance there may be Ramblers members willing to 

participate in maintenance of footpaths, particularly if the bureaucracy is managed by others. Maintenance 

groups could be locally based Ramblers only, or drawn from several footpath organisations. 

The Chiltern Society is currently setting up groups in Dacorum and parts of Bedfordshire. They believe it will 

be satisfying work—training needs are provided ‘on the job’. There will be work parties twice monthly and 

all tools, refreshments and insurance cover are provided by the Chiltern Society. If you are interested, call 

Les Mosco, who is helping build the team, on 07799 718 283 for an informal chat or email 

lesmosco@hotmail.com 

If you are interested in setting up a Ramblers Maintenance Group in your area please contact me, Roger 

Bangs, on 01923 720 143 or email: rogerbangs130@gmail.com 


